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Abstract While past research has shown that learning outcomes can be influenced by the

amount of effort students invest during the learning process, there has been little research

into this question for scenarios where people use search engines to learn. In fact, learning-

related tasks represent a significant fraction of the time users spend using Web search, so

methods for evaluating and optimizing search engines to maximize learning are likely to

have broad impact. Thus, we introduce and evaluate a retrieval algorithm designed to

maximize educational utility for a vocabulary learning task, in which users learn a set of

important keywords for a given topic by reading representative documents on diverse

aspects of the topic. Using a crowdsourced pilot study, we compare the learning outcomes

of users across four conditions corresponding to rankings that optimize for different levels

of keyword density. We find that adding keyword density to the retrieval objective gave

significant learning gains on some topics, with higher levels of keyword density generally

corresponding to more time spent reading per word, and stronger learning gains per word

read. We conclude that our approach to optimizing search ranking for educational utility

leads to retrieved document sets that ultimately may result in more efficient learning of

important concepts.
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1 Introduction

The Web has become a primary source of online information for learning-related

tasks (Bailey et al. 2012). While current Web search engines are tuned to give fast, high-

quality results for single queries, they are optimized for generic relevance, not learning

outcomes: many tasks involving educational goals require significant time and multiple

queries to complete with current Web search engines (Bailey et al. 2012), and ideally,

personalized retrieval that can exploit representations of user history and learning goals to

be most effective. Developing a search algorithm that is optimized for the learning process

is a natural prerequisite to encouraging more Web-based learning.

Exploring new topic areas and learning important domain vocabulary is one popular

instance of a learning task (Bailey et al. 2012). Ideally, a retrieval algorithm optimized for

this task would not only be effective at teaching a user the important keywords for a given

topic by finding highly relevant representative documents, but also enable them to do so

efficiently. While user effort itself could be defined in many ways when ranking search

results based on factors such as reading difficulty (Collins-Thompson et al. 2011) or other

text properties (Yilmaz et al. 2014), we consider the total amount of text to be read in the

search result documents as a simple proxy for effort. Given a desired count of exposure for

each keyword, by returning documents with higher keyword density per document, we

obtain more efficient keyword coverage, reducing effort by reducing the total amount of

text that needs to be read. Thus, we explore the role of keyword density as one example of

a potentially influential component of educational retrieval. While human learning can be

evaluated in terms of different levels of cognitive complexity (Bloom 1956), in this study

we specifically focus on a low-complexity form of learning (‘‘Remember’’ learning) which

is assessed based on how well a user can recall or remember basic knowledge of new facts

or definitions. The results of our study could also inform future work which may adapt to

assess higher forms of cognitive complexity as per Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom 1956).

Toward that goal, the main contributions of this work are a novel search algorithm that

re-ranks for optimized educational utility using keyword density as a novel extension of an

existing retrieval algorithm and a study that evaluates the effectiveness of this approach on

actual learning outcomes.

2 Related work

While research on ranking algorithms to maximize the relevance of generic or personalized

search results is well-established, few studies have focused on algorithms that can optimize

results with utility for an educational goal as the retrieval objective. Researchers have

recognized the importance of going beyond traditional retrieval evaluation measures to

consider user progress over time (Smucker and Clarke 2012) as well as degree of

effort (Yilmaz et al. 2014). Yilmaz et al. (2014) conducted a recent study in investigating

the appropriateness of existing relevance measures for assessing the usefulness of a doc-

ument for users. They show that existing measures are not fully measuring document utility

as they don’t incorporate an element of effort in defining the true ‘‘relevance’’ of a doc-

ument. As effort itself can be defined in different ways, the authors carefully define effort,

or high-effort documents to be those ‘‘where people need to work relatively hard to extract

relevant information’’ (Yilmaz et al. 2014). In their work, the authors operationalize this

definition with two general measures (document length and readability) containing nine
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specific features. Regression analysis shows that a gap between coded relevance judgments

and implicit document utility can be explained, with statistical significance, by both

readability features such as the LIX index and by document length features such as the total

words in the document. In our current work, we test the effect of one of these effort

indicators, total words, by altering how much importance our algorithm puts on finding a

threshold number of required keywords as quick as possible (fewest total words).

Verma et al. (2016) more recently built on the work by Yilmaz et al. (2014) by directly

getting ‘‘effort’’ judgements from crowdworkers rather than only getting relevance judg-

ments as was done earlier (Yilmaz et al. 2014). They further specify their definition of

effort as consisting of three components: (1) findability—how easy it is to quickly find

what you were looking for in a document, (2) readability—how easy is the vocabulary in

the document to understand and (3) understandability—how easy it was to actually learn

something from the document. They show that of these factors, findability and relevance

both predict user satisfaction with statistical significance, thus bolstering the earlier claim

that effort does impact the user’s ‘‘true’’ relevance judgment. The authors also found the

the document length, measured as total words, was a strong and negative indicator of

relevance, possibly suggesting that we should avoid longer documents where possible.

Eickhoff et al. (2014) investigated learning behaviors of Web search users, but used

only indirect evidence via implicit indicators derived from Web search logs, rather than

direct assessment of users. They also did not develop or assess new retrieval algorithms

that could be adapted to improve learning outcomes. Collins-Thompson et al. (2011)

incorporated a form of effort criterion into Web search ranking by incorporating reading

difficulty as a personalized ranking feature, but did not assess its effectiveness for actual

learning outcomes. Similarly, Raman et al. (2013) showed how ‘intrinsically diverse’ (ID)

sessions for exploring and learning about a new, specific topic could be identified and

supported using a new diversity-based retrieval algorithm, but without assessing learning

outcomes. A subsequent study by Collins-Thompson et al. (2016) examined the effec-

tiveness of ID results presentation on actual high- and low-level learning outcomes. We

build on both of these previous studies by exploring a modified variant of the ID algorithm

in the context of a vocabulary learning task.

In developing an ITS system for search-based learning, the objective would be to select

a set of optimal teaching resources, given a set of test questions and information about the

user’s current knowledge. This individualized set of teaching resources would then be

given to a learner who should be able to perform optimally on the predetermined test. The

intuition is that if a learner reads more about a given topic, they are more likely to correctly

answer questions about it in the future. The objective of the ideal ITS system is then

twofold: (1) to develop an expert model that can accurately determine the knowledge

required to answer a set of test questions and (2) to develop a tutor model that can select

resources that would enable a particular user to perform optimally on that test.

Pirolli and Kairam (2013) demonstrate an ITS model that yields significant learning

gains and can strongly predict a learner’s future performance on test questions. In their

system, the tutor model manually decides which documents would be best for a learner to

read for the given set of test questions. The expert model automatically decides which

documents most closely provide answers to the test question. Their ITS system is a special

case of the ideal framework where the resources are exclusively Web documents. Fur-

thermore, their system makes the assumption that the test questions selected accurately test

their knowledge of subject and that the knowledge needed to answer these questions can be

represented in some finite quantitative form. We will make these same assumptions in our

model.
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In our study, we relax the automatic approach for the expert model as our focus is more

on evaluating the tutor model. In doing so, our expert model will manually decide a subset

of documents D� that most closely cover a single test topic. Furthermore, unlike the

previous study, our tutor model does not require manual intervention and provides the

learner resources algorithmically. While the past study (Pirolli and Kairam 2013) was

designed to accommodate multiple test topics, we investigate the specific case of opti-

mizing for a single test topic at a time.

Our study is different primarily in that our focus is on investigating how different

information retrieval (IR) algorithms can affect a student’s learning. This is different from

the work by Pirolli and Kairam (2013) where the learners could find and choose the

documents themselves and the choice of search algorithm was not controlled. In that study,

while learners could use the tutor’s recommendations, they were not required to. In our

study, we control for this by making the assumption that the various search algorithms

represent various tutors. We make the further assumption that the learner subsequently

reads through all documents returned by the algorithm until they have reached a set

learning goal.

Specifically, we evaluate how our algorithm, using different emphasis on the student’s

reading effort, performs in terms of improvements in a student’s learning gain. For

comparison purposes, we will use four levels of effort emphasis which we describe in the

next section.

We extend earlier work by Syed and Collins-Thompson (2016) in several key ways: (1)

we have added significantly more details, clarifications and figures regarding the study

method, design, evaluation and results; (2) we have conducted further analysis on the

effects on learning outcome of image coverage and keyword density; (3) we include results

regarding how theoretical and actual time spent differ; and (4) we include details about the

study participants’ survey responses.

3 Method

Our retrieval approach has three stages: (1) given a topic expressed as a query,

selecting appropriate aspects to be learned for each topic, with each aspect represented

by a keyword, (2) for each aspect (keyword), determining the total frequency with

which the keyword should occur in the retrieval results, and (3) developing a retrieval

algorithm for vocabulary learning that finds documents to ‘cover’ the selected keywords

efficiently by including the keyword density of the documents as an adjustable sub-

objective.

As an early work in the area of search as learning, this initial study will only assess the

simplest level of learning, in terms of cognitive complexity, which is the ‘Remember’ level

(Anderson et al. 2001). At this level, we only assess how well the student is able to recall

basic facts or definitions they have read. As such, the nature of our assessment will be a

vocabulary learning test. As our focus is on vocabulary learning, we chose to represent the

topic aspects as the top N most representative unigrams. Furthermore, since we are

assessing factual knowledge rather than conceptual knowledge (Anderson et al. 2001), we

can justify considering only the frequency of the keywords as an approximation for
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learning ‘‘knowledge of terminology’’ which Anderson et al. (2001) characterize as

including ‘‘knowledge of specific verbal and nonverbal labels and symbols’’.

3.1 Selecting topic aspects

For each topic in our study, we manually collected a set of exemplar Web documents D�

that were deemed to be representative of useful knowledge about that topic. In this step, we

considered the top four documents from a Google search of the topic represented by base

query q and added them to our Expert set D�. We explicitly did not add any Wikipedia

articles because such articles may bias the experiment since we used the Wikipedia article

corresponding to q as part of our retrieval objective, as we describe in Sect. 3.3. We

similarly skipped any documents that primarily contained content in non-textual formats

(videos, animations, picture galleries, etc.).

Next, we represented the vocabulary learning goal for a given topic as a weighted set

K ¼ fk1; . . .; kNg of keywords, which we call the target keywords, derived from the topic’s

exemplar set. For this study, we chose the top N ¼ 10 most representative keywords for

each topic, using a measure of term frequency in D� weighted by inverse term log-

frequency in a global corpus. As different aspects of a topic may have greater or less

relevance in understanding the topic, each keyword is assigned an associated weight wi,

where w are the parameters of a multinomial distribution estimated from the frequency

counts of the keywords in the representative set D�. Table 1 shows the top 5 out of 10

keywords generated for each topic, along with their relative weight wi (in parentheses).

3.2 Determining total words to read

We assume that a student’s knowledge of each topic keyword ki monotonically increases

with each instance of it that they read. Now let T be the total number of keywords the

learner reads. The distribution of T among the N keywords will be proportional to the

importance of each keyword, given by wi. Let s = {s1,…,sN} be the vector of total

instances of each keyword the learner has to read. Then, if si is the total instances of ki the

learner has to read, we have: si ¼ T � wi.

Table 1 Top 5 (out of 10) selected keywords per topic, sorted by descending keyword weights wi

Topic Keyword 1 Keyword 2 Keyword 3 Keyword 4 Keyword 5

Igneous
rock

Rock (.382) Igneous
(.171)

Magma (.102) Mineral (.070) Earth (.056)

Tundra Tundra (.374) Arctic
(.094)

Alpine (.087) Temperature
(.083)

Permafrost (.075)

DNA DNA (.385) Cell (.132) Base (.084) Strand (.071) Acid (.064)

Cytoplasm Cytoplasm
(.376)

Cell (.276) Membrane
(.076)

Cellular (.071) Organelle (.071)

GSM GSM (.246) Mobile
(.181)

System (.122) Network (.098) Telecommunication
(.092)

The keywords to be learned range from easy (’rock’) to technical (’organelle’)
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Ideally, a student would learn the most with unlimited instances of each keyword

(T ¼ 1). However, in reality a student’s time and effort will limit the amount of training

they experience, so the T value for each topic was manually chosen to produce small

document sets (less than 15 documents).

3.3 Developing the retrieval algorithm

As a baseline retrieval algorithm, we used the intrinsic diversity algorithm developed

by Raman et al. (2013), since it was designed to provide optimal exploration of topics with

multiple sub-aspects. The intrinsic diversity objective essentially rewards high quality

documents from relevant and representative subtopics, while penalizing redundant docu-

ments and subtopics.1 To account for user effort, we added a new sub-objective term (ea�i )

to the existing intrinsic diversity objective that influences the keyword density (and thus,

the efficiency of keyword coverage) for results. So the objective we want to maximize

involves four components: (1) the relevance of the ith document di to the base query q (2)

the relevance of the same document to the subtopic query qi that retrieved it (3) the novelty

gi offered by di relative to other documents already encountered in the set D and (4) the

effective keyword density contained in di. This gives us the following optimization

problem:

argmax
D

XjDj

i¼1

RelðdijqÞ�RelðdijqiÞ�ebgi �ea�i ð1Þ

where the topic we want to teach is given by the base query q, D is the resulting document

set, gi is a redundancy penalty, qi is the ith sub-topic query and RelðdijqiÞ is the reciprocal
rank of document di in the results page returned for query qi. The redundancy penalty is

specifically given as the Maximal Marginal Relevance (Carbonell and Goldstein 1998)

trade-off between relevance and novelty as:

gi ¼ k cosðsnipðqiÞ; snipðqÞÞ½ � � ð1� kÞmax
j\i

cosðdi; djÞ
� �

where cosða; bÞ is the cosine similarity of a and b and snipðxÞ is the bag of words

representation of the top 10 snippets returned by query x. This algorithm is largely based

on work by Raman et al. (2013). The two main exceptions are that (1) our novelty measure

gi considers the cosine similarity between documents instead of only SERP snippets and

(2) we added the keyword density term ea�i . Thus, with this extension of the original

intrinsic diversity algorithm, setting a ¼ 0 largely recovers the original intrinsic diversity

algorithm, while higher values of a result in document sets with increasingly dense key-

word coverage.

1 We chose operational parameter settings b ¼ 10; k ¼ 0:2.
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More specifically, �i is the normalized contribution that document di offers in terms of

how much closer it brings the student towards reading the total required number of key-

word instances (the s counts for each of the N keywords). Let CD ¼ CD1;CD2; . . .CDNf g be
the set of keyword counts the student has cumulatively seen so far from documents in set

D, let Ci ¼ Ci1;Ci2; . . .CiNf g be the set of keyword counts in document di and jdij be the

total word count of di. Then we have:

�i ¼
1

jdij
XN

j¼1

Cij Cij þ CDj � sj

maxð0; sj � CDjÞ otherwise

�
ð2Þ

the term �i is a measure of the keyword density in di with respect to the target keywords for

the topic. Unlike a simple keyword density measure, �i is a piecewise linear function to

avoid giving importance to documents that have high coverage of keywords that prior

documents in the D have already covered the required s times. By rewarding documents

that have higher density, via the choice of a higher a setting, we enable the learner to reach

the target s counts faster.

Our implementation of the intrinsic diversity algorithm determines the base query’s sub-

topics by analyzing the corresponding Wikipedia article on that query’s topic. It generates

sub-topic queries by extracting the main header topics in the article and appending them to

the base query. For example, for the query ‘‘DNA’’, some sub-topic queries were: ‘‘DNA

Properties’’ and ‘‘DNA Biological functions’’. We then fetch the top 70 Google search

results for the base query and the top 70 results for each of the sub-topic queries and run
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optimization problem (1). We can see why an exhaustive search of the possibility space of

candidate documents is very inefficient. If we consider one base query and four subtopic

queries, each providing 70 unique documents, we have a total of 350 candidate documents

to consider. If we need to fill ten SERP slots based on the maximization criteria, opti-

mization with an exhaustive search would need to test approximately
350

10

� �
¼ 6:676�

1018 unique combinations, which would clearly be intractable. Instead, we use a greedy

heuristic shown in Algorithm 1, which, for Q total queries, N total links per query and an

output SERP of R links, has a computational complexity of OðQ � N � RÞ which is far more

efficient. Our algorithm is very similar to that implemented by Raman et al. (2013).

Figure 1 shows an example of intrinsically diverse SERP results for the topic ‘‘Open

government policy’’ and with a ¼ 0 (Collins-Thompson et al. 2016). Our algorithm differs

in that we modified it to consider more candidate documents in each iteration and to

terminate adding documents to D once the document set contains documents with a

cumulative keyword count greater or equal to si for all keywords ki.

We intend to refine our subtopic extraction methods to generalize beyond those

available in Wikipedia topics in future work. In general, many different variables can

simultaneously influence learning. Some students may learn better with multimedia aids,

some will learn better with pure text documents, some will benefit from more technically-

worded documents and so on. In this paper, we will specifically evaluate only Web doc-

uments that contain only text and, at most, supplementary pictures.

Fig. 1 Example of intrinsically diverse search results using the algorithm from Collins-Thompson et al.
(2016)
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4 Evaluation

To assess the potential effect on learning outcomes of retrieved documents optimized

using different levels of keyword density (choices of a), we ran a crowdsourced user study

that involved a vocabulary learning task: learning the target keywords. The task consisted

of three stages: (1) participants first completed a multiple-choice pre-test to assess their

existing knowledge of the keywords; (2) then, based on the condition, they read through a

provided retrieval set of documents containing the keywords to be learned; (3) finally, they

completed an immediate post-test to assess their updated keyword knowledge (Figs. 2, 3).

Participants had to complete these stages in the ordered sequence and after progressing to

the next stage, could not return to a previous stage. In the reading stage, participants had to

click on and read all the links they were provided. There was no time limit explicitly

provided to the participants but we manually excluded any who spent less than four

minutes on the entire task as they likely did not take the task seriously.

We ran five separate crowdsourced jobs corresponding to five different topics selected

to cover a range of scientific topics: Igneous rocks (geology), Tundra (environmental

science), DNA (genetics), Cytoplasm (biology) or GSM (telecommunications). For each of

these topic jobs, a participant was randomly2 assigned to one of four different keyword

density conditions, corresponding to a settings of 0; 80; 120;1½ �. We chose the specific

values of 80 and 120 based on empirical analysis of the average maximum variation in the

document sets produced by different levels of a across multiples of 40 when compared

with the a ¼ 0 condition. The a ¼ 1 condition simply means that we give full weight only

to the keyword density �i term and ignore all other terms in the ID retrieval objective.

The pre- and post-vocabulary tests consisted of a series of multiple-choice questions,

one for each of the K keywords. Both the pre- and post-reading tests were constructed with

identical questions so that we could investigate the participants’ learning gain for each

Fig. 2 User study instructions (Always visible throughout the experiment)

2 Participants were sorted into conditions based on Crowdflower’s random assignment to tasks.
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vocabulary term by looking at the difference in scores.3 If the participant incorrectly

answered the definition of a term in the pre-reading test but got it right in the post-reading

test, they would score a learning outcome of 1 for that keyword. Otherwise, they score 0 for

that keyword. We then aggregate their total learning outcomes as a measure of their overall

learning gains.

We used the Crowdflower platform for this study. Participants were offered US$0.04

per page (the equivalent of US$3.20/h) for completing the tasks. For quality control, in

addition to Crowdflower’s proprietary mechanisms and ‘gold standard’ questions, we

limited the participant pool to users from the U.S. and Canada, given the vocabulary-

centric nature of the task and reliance on English reading skills. We also offered the tasks

only to workers in the highest quality (level 3) pool, and only kept responses from those

workers who spent at least four minutes on the task.

The particular set of documents shown to each participant was based on which a
condition they were assigned. We gathered data for 35 participants per a condition per

topic, resulting in a total of 140 participants per topic and 700 participants overall. After

excluding those who didn’t pass the test questions, those who didn’t complete the full task

Fig. 3 User study first part: the pre-reading vocabulary test

3 In measuring ‘learning gain’, we assume no memory loss so the learning gain is always non-negative.
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and those who didn’t spend at least four minutes on the task, we ended up with 447 total

participants.

5 Results

Overall, our analysis showed that different choices of a were in fact associated with

differences in learning, as measured by both absolute and normalized gains from pre-test to

post-test.

We first analyzed learning gains (sum of learning gains for all K keywords) across the

four a conditions. Retrieval results incorporating higher keyword density gave statistically

significant higher mean learning gains for two out of the five topics4 (Table 2). As the

remaining topics didn’t show statistically significant differences across conditions, we

consider the two topics that did show strong differences. Both of these topics showed a

peak learning gain at the a ¼ 80 condition, suggesting that a combination of lowering

effort via the keyword density parameter and rewarding intrinsic diversity in documents

offers better learning gains than either factor alone. However, we also found that the setting

of a ¼ 120 yielded the worst learning gains in those same topics. This suggests that the

learning gains are quite sensitive to the particular choice of a and that choosing an a that

combines both the ID objective and the keyword density objective is not always going to

improve learning utility. It’s not entirely clear why the specific value of a ¼ 80 offered

better performance but we intend to investigate this further and how to algorithmically

choose a in future work, using an extended set of topics.

Since the target keywords ranged from more familiar to more technical, and learning

gains could be expected to interact with keyword difficulty, we faceted the learning gain

results by low- and high-difficulty keyword categories.5 Figure 4 shows the result of

averaging the learning gains for each keyword in the two difficulty categories and then

averaging the results across the five topics. We see that there were learning gains in all

conditions for both low- and high-difficulty keywords, but as expected, learning gains were

higher for the higher-difficulty (and thus initially less familiar) keywords (one-way

ANOVA differences in means between high and low difficulty words was statistically

significant at the p\ .05 level—tested for all four conditions).

5.1 Learning gains per word read

Next, as a measure of learning efficiency, we evaluated absolute learning gain normalized

by the total words read. We assume that participants are reading the entire documents that

we provide them so we consider the total words read to be the document length. This

measure incorporates effort such that, for two students scoring the same absolute gain, the

one who achieved this gain with less effort (reading less text) is rewarded more. ANOVA

analysis of the different a levels shows that most topics had strongly significant differences

in means. There was a general trend of increasing gains with increasing a and several

topics achieved maximum gains at a ¼ 1 (Table 3).

4 For all ANOVA analysis reported, the same significance ranges were found using bootstrapped ANOVA
(2000 iterations).
5 Keywords were split into two groups of five keywords according to their age of acquisition (AoA) score in
a standard psychometric database. If a keyword didn’t have an AoA score, it was assumed to be maximum
difficulty.
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We note that one topic, Cytoplasm, showed an opposite trend where higher alpha values

mostly lead to worse normalized learning gains. We hypothesize that this may be because

the total number of words used in each condition for Cytoplasm were significantly lower

(almost half as many for a ¼ 0 and a ¼ 80) compared to the four other topics. It is thus

possible that the positive impact of choosing higher a values is only effective after passing

a certain threshold of minimum reading material.

5.2 Learning gains per unit time

When considering learning gains per unit time (Table 4) instead of per word, the results

were much less conclusive: only one topic showed significant differences in mean learning

per time and in that particular topic, the a ¼ 1 condition showed more than three times as

much learning per time spent as compared to any other condition. However, because these

Table 2 ANOVA analysis for
learning gains across different a
conditions

Bold values are maximum across
conditions

Topic a ¼ 0 a ¼ 80 a ¼ 120 a ¼ 1 p value

Igneous rock 1.55 1.20 1.38 1.55 p ¼ .727

Tundra 1.44 1.852 1.815 1.37 p ¼ .473

DNA 1.71 1.55 1.76 1.57 p ¼ .938

Cytoplasm 1.86 2.90 1.45 1.58 p ¼ .012*

GSM 1.60 2.50 1.45 2.33 p ¼ .064

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

α = 0 α = 80 α = 120 α = infty

Alpha Penalties

Le
ar

ni
ng

 G
ai

ns

Keyword Difficulty Low High
Fig. 4 Learning gains were
greater for keywords in the
‘higher difficulty’ category

Table 3 ANOVA analysis for
learning gains per 1000 words

Bold values are maximum across
conditions

Topic a ¼ 0 a ¼ 80 a ¼ 120 a ¼ 1 p value

Igneous rock 0.176 0.116 0.174 0.316 p ¼ .001**

Tundra 0.093 0.203 0.138 0.210 p ¼ .007**

DNA 0.234 0.203 0.206 0.276 p ¼ .546

Cytoplasm 0.558 0.811 0.361 0.451 p ¼ .006**

GSM 0.167 0.315 0.249 0.614 p\ .001***

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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results were only significant for one topic, we can’t generalize this finding to all topics. To

better understand the factors affecting learning gain per unit time (denoted DL
Time

), consider

the following decomposition:

DL

Time
¼ DL

Words
� Words

Time
¼ DL

Words
=

Time

Words
:

This relationship is visualized in Fig. 5, with Time
Words

on the x-axis and DL
Words

on the y-axis.

As the plot makes evident, there is a positive correlation (r¼ .49, p¼ .03) between these

two components. However, while the slope of this approximately linear relationship (which

is exactly DL
Time

, learning per unit time), is relatively stable across conditions, there are very

different tradeoff regimes depending on the value of a: the a ¼ 0 condition is characterized

by some of the lowest reading times per word (second lowest for 4/5 topics) and learning

gains per word (lowest for 3/5 topics), while the a ¼ 1 condition is characterized by the

highest times (first or second highest for 3/5 topics) and learning gains per word (highest

for 3/5 topics). Thus, while the overall learning gain per unit time (ratio of the two

components) may not change dramatically across conditions, the underlying two compo-

nents, representing the tradeoff users choose between reading time and learning efficiency,

vary greatly as keyword density changes greatly.

Table 4 ANOVA analysis for
learning gains per time spent (s)

Bold values are maximum across
conditions

Topic a ¼ 0 a ¼ 80 a ¼ 120 a ¼ 1 p value

Igneous rock 0.034 0.013 0.019 0.019 p ¼ .400

Tundra 0.024 0.027 0.027 0.020 p ¼ .940

DNA 0.120 0.051 0.080 0.022 p ¼ .2565

Cytoplasm 0.125 0.167 0.051 0.053 p ¼ .195

GSM 0.099 0.033 0.030 0.373 p ¼ .011*

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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5.3 Theoretical time versus actual time spent

We also wanted to determine whether or not participants actually spent the amount of time

a theoretical model would assume. In particular, we consider a simple linear model where

the time spent reading a document was proportional to the length of the document in

words. Borrowing the fixed value of time spent per word = 0.018 s from Smucker and

Clarke (2012), we tested how well this could estimate the true time participants spent per

condition. We found an opposite trend in general where participants seemed to spend more

time than predicted as a values increased (Fig. 6). The difference between predicted and

actual time spent is largest at a ¼ 1 which is the condition with the least number of words

to read on average. So while the theoretical model would predict proportionately less time

spent, in reality, participants were willing to spend significantly more time. This might

suggest that it is not the length of the document itself that predicts the duration patterns but

rather, it could also be the perceived and actual ease of reading shorter documents.

Also note that the average actual time spent was nearly the same in the a ¼ 0 and

a ¼ 1 conditions despite the fact that the theoretical time spent should have been almost

twice as high in the a ¼ 0 condition. This further suggests that users may, on average be

willing to spend the same amount of time on document sets containing very different total

number of words. This discrepancy may be explained by the possibility that shorter doc-

ument sets simply require less overall effort in reading, where effort is defined by the total

words read. We also consider the possibility that non-textual elements of the web page

documents may have influenced the user’s behavior. For example, the presence of

accompanying images in the texts may have encouraged users to remain engaged with the

content and spend more time. As we will show in the next section, the a ¼ 1 condition

had documents with the most images used per word of text.

5.4 Image coverage versus keyword density

To gain more insight into why pages with increased keyword density might contribute to

more efficient learning, we investigated additional properties of the page content that might

be correlated with keyword density. We found that while few result documents made use of

multimedia such as animations, audio or video, a number did use images to supplement the

text. Thus, the picture superiority effect (De Angeli et al. 2005), in which people tend to

remember things better when they see pictures rather than words, could be relevant, since
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we were testing fact-based learning, which relies at least partially on recall. We thus

examined whether there was a relationship between image coverage—defined as total

images divided by total words—as a function of a. We determined the number of relevant

images manually for each page, excluding irrelevant images such as navigation icons and

advertisements. We found that pages with higher keyword density did indeed tend to have

increased image coverage, as shown in Fig. 7. For three of the five topics, the highest

image coverage is in the a ¼ 1 condition.

We consider the possibility that a heavier coverage of images in teaching documents

can improve learning outcomes regardless of condition. There is partial evidence of this in

that ANOVA analysis of the topics ‘‘Igneous rock’’, ‘‘Tundra’’ and ‘‘DNA’’ showed no

statistical significance in means (Table 2) and these three topics had the top three average

image coverage (.0024, .0026 and .0034 respectively). On the other hand, the two topics

that showed significant differences (‘‘Cytoplasm’’ and ‘‘GSM’’) had the lowest coverage

(.0015 and .0006 respectively). As such, it is possible that a higher image coverage can

collectively improve or worsen learning gains regardless of conditions. Determining if the

presence or absence of images actually has such an effect warrants further investigation.

We observe informally that pages using a higher density of keywords tend to be those

that give an overview of topic for instructional purposes, and thus are more likely to be

supplemented with images by the author. We intend to investigate this phenomenon and

other content properties that may interact with learning in future work.

Because each condition lacked any variation in keyword density or image coverage

(each condition produced only one distinct set of documents), we could not determine with

this information alone if keyword density or image coverage was responsible for the

learning gains improvement. However, we did conduct a follow-up study (Syed and

Collins-Thompson 2017) using the same framework but with some altered parameters

where we tested three conditions, one of which was the a ¼ 1 condition personalized

relative to the participant’s pre-reading scores (this simply means that the required s counts

were modified to reflect what the participant already knew). This allowed for many data

points of different keyword densities, image coverages and learning gains. We aggregated

all participants in the personalized condition and created a two-by-two split of learning

gains by median image coverage (lower (n¼ 141) and higher (n¼ 142) than median) and

median keyword density [lower (n¼ 141) and higher (n¼ 142)] of the assigned document

sets. We then conducted a two-way ANOVA with learning gains as the dependent variable

to test for interactions between keyword density and image coverage. We found that there

were no significant interactions (p ¼ .36) and that image coverage did not yield significant

differences in learning gain (p ¼ .84). However, we did find that keyword density did yield

significant differences (p ¼ .01), suggesting that it was in fact changes in keyword density

that yielded the learning gain improvements.
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We also note that both image coverage and keyword density are measures that are

normalized by total words in the document set. By removing this normalization, we

repeated the above analysis with total images seen versus total keywords seen. We found

that the interaction was still insignificant (p ¼ .35) but that total keywords was now

insignificant as well (p ¼ .27) whereas total images was strongly significant (p\ .001).

This suggests that if we don’t factor in the effort the participant has to spend in learning,

simply looking at the total keywords they have read won’t have any predictable effect on

learning outcomes. However, this also shows that regardless of how much a user has to

read, the more images they get to see, the better their learning outcomes will be. It might be

worth noting that in the follow-up study—from where we’re getting this data—the key-

word density term additionally penalized documents that had higher vocabulary difficulty

levels.

6 Discussion

We note some of the limitations in this study and emphasize that this is an early work in the

area of specifically optimizing search engines for human learning purposes. Firstly, we

note that the objective in the implementation proposed in this study was focused on the

simplest level of cognitive complexity (‘Remember’ learning). This required the partici-

pants to only know the definitions of a set of relevant keywords, but did not test nor was it

optimized for, higher levels of complexity such as understanding or application of the

relevant subject terms. For these more complex methods of learning, we would have to

modify the objective function that we are maximizing along with possibly modifying the �
parameter to be defined by something besides keyword density. Furthermore, even at the

‘Remember’ level of learning, we made the assumption that the more times a participant

sees the word they need to learn, the more likely it is that they can triangulate the meaning

of the word. It may be possible, however, that factors such as context or surrounding words

might influence linguistic learning. Furthermore, factors like vocabulary difficulty in the

documents was not controlled for in this study but could certainly be incorporated in the

objective function in later studies. Developing more robust models of learning is a com-

pelling direction for future work.

A second limitation is in the possibility of non-textual components of the website

interfering with the learning process. In particular, we showed earlier how conditions that

had better image coverage tended also matched the a conditions that had better learning per
words read. However, as we determined from a later study using an extended set of topics,

the effect of higher or lower image coverage on learning gains was not statistically sig-

nificant whereas the effect of keyword density was, suggesting that it was in fact the

keyword density that was likely affecting the learning gains and not the image coverage.

We choose to provide participants with the full documents as-is to emulate the natural

learning experience for the end-user. In a future study, we may consider stripping out the

textual content from the documents and only providing them with plain text to remove any

confounds of interference but at the expense of creating an artificial UI design.

As this study is one of the first to our knowledge to use a crowdsourcing platform for a

complicated educational teaching task, one of our concerns was about user satisfaction and

whether or not users would respond favorably to the task conditions. The Crowdflower

platform gives each worker an optional satisfaction survey at the end of the task. Collecting

all the results, we found a roughly 20% completion rate (145/700 responses) with the
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following aggregated averages: (1) overall satisfaction was 4.26/5.00 (2) ease of the task

was 3.72/5.00 (3) payment satisfaction was 4.00/5.00 and the clarity of instructions was

4.40/5.00. These results suggest that the crowdworkers were generally satisfied with the

overall task. It is understandable that the ease of task score was not very high since this task

was inherently an unusually complex task compared to the micro-tasks that crowd plat-

forms are typically used for. While this survey was designed and administered by

Crowdflower themselves, future evaluations of our framework might involve our own user

satisfaction surveys to see how self-reported satisfaction and perceived learning correlate

to keyword density and actual learning gains.

We also considered whether or not the document sets being retrieved in different a
conditions were actually different from each other. We found that, in terms of Google’s

own SERP rankings, documents in different conditions did, on average, have significantly

different average SERP rankings. The a ¼ 0 case resulted in retrieved documents that were

closest to Google’s top SERP ranks (rank 2.86 on average across topics). This was to be

expected since the a ¼ 0 condition puts more emphasis on Google’s relevance criteria. On

the other hand, the remaining three a levels gathered documents that were further away

from Google’s idea of what is relevant (average ranks of 4.46, 7.65 and 13.81 for a ¼ 80,

a ¼ 120 and a ¼ 1 respectively). As such, each condition is fetching different documents

and the a ¼ 1 is finding documents that were very likely not being considered when

keyword density was disabled (a ¼ 0).

7 Conclusion

We introduced a novel algorithm for optimizing Web search results for a learning-oriented

objective—a vocabulary learning task—by extending intrinsically diverse ranking to

incorporate a keyword density sub-objective. This keyword density was controlled by a

parameter a that rewarded documents containing a high density of topic-relevant key-

words. The result was an algorithm that not only gave relevant, diverse results to explore

new topics, but also emphasized efficient keyword coverage in the results content, thus

allowing learners to potentially expend less effort toward their learning goal. We

hypothesized that changing the keyword density a would be associated with positive

changes in users’ vocabulary learning outcomes. We tested this hypothesis with a

crowdsourced pilot study based on five topics, across four conditions that varied keyword

density by using different values of a. We found that for some topics participants did in

fact show stronger learning gains per word with non-zero a settings. Of the four topics that

showed significant differences of means, three were maximized at a ¼ 1. This is an

interesting finding as the a ¼ 1 condition only considers the keyword density as its

objective which means that our findings suggest that a search algorithm that is blind to the

rank or implicit quality of a document is offering better results than an algorithm that

explicitly considers such measures. We also examined learning gains per word and per unit

time, finding that users showed very different tradeoffs between reading time per word and

learning gains per word in low- versus high keyword density conditions. In future work we

intend to explore criteria for selecting optimal operational settings of a, and to incorporate

more personalized components in the retrieval model.
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